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Abstract

Healthy relationship among the buyer and supplier is the only way to remain competitive in the incentive market. It is the only way to retain the business and the customers. If buyer and supplier are not having this partnership then they might not be enjoying the best outcomes.

The objective of this thesis is to examine the core factors that dictate buyer (Super Market) and Supplier (Distributor) relationship in retail industry. In this research, aspects has been studied that could have affected or affects the relationship of buyer & supplier in positive or negative manner. The research has covered the retail market and will be dictating the key aspects of maintaining the healthy buyer and supplier relationships. This will be helping the retail owners and retail brands to gain the competitive edge from others and always remain ahead. This research will help both the stakeholders of this industry to maintain healthy relationships between them and indicates them that what the issues that create problems between them are.

The thesis employed an empirical approach designed in three stages; aggregate and firm level analysis using official data, firm level analysis using survey and finally case studies aimed at providing deeper insights into the underlying issues observed in the survey findings. Three literature strands were adopted: spillover, cluster and network dynamics.
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1. Introduction

Intense competition and shortening of the product life cycles have forced the business giants to work more on business competencies and maintaining the mutual beneficial relationship with the suppliers. It will be providing competitive edge to the business (Kim, 2008). Broad business success depends over the appropriate linkage between the suppliers and the buyer. It is very important to select the right supplier for the business; it will dictate the development of infrastructure and reducing the competition’s pressure. It is also necessary, nowadays, to create the value add chain by developing the healthy relationship with the suppliers (Kannan & Tan, 2006). Fro dell (2011) has also admitted that the achievement of efficient contract supplier relations will give advantages over cutting costs, value creations, and involvement in the contracts and reducing the lead times. He also highlighted that it is very essential to have collaboration from both the ends.

The research will be covering the retail market and will be dictating the key aspects of maintaining the healthy buyer and supplier relationships. This will be helping the retail owners and retail brands to gain the competitive edge from others and always remain ahead.

2. Review of Related Literature

2.1 Theoretical

Healthy relationship among the buyer and supplier is the only way to remain competitive in the incentive market. It is the only way to retain the business and the customers. If buyer and supplier are not having this partnership then they might not be enjoying the best outcomes (Donald, 1996). Oh and Kim (2011) has also admitted that the buyer and supplier relationship is very important to affect the SCM. It also offers new business opportunities of the business. Donald (1996) has also admitted that the healthy relationship among buyer and supplier have many benefits. That includes, the demand forecasting from the supplier’s side, sharing expertise, reducing cost and eliminating the conflicts through communication.
Oh & Kim (2011) have admitted the importance of information technology in developing the healthy relationship among the buyer and supplier. Humphreys et al. (2006) have also confessed the importance of introduction of B2B e-commerce. It has power to establish the buyer and supplier relationship and it has become the breakthrough in the traditional buyer and supplier relationship.

The complexity of the culture is very difficult for the suppliers to tackle, without having the healthy relationship with the buyers. That is the reason; buyer and supplier’s healthy relationship is very important for dictating the need of the customers (Sternquist & Chen, 2006).

2.2 Empirical

Fro¨ dell (2011) has studied the criteria for achieving efficient contractor supplier relations. The variables, which he has considered are: quality, sub optimization, cost reduction and efficient management of contractors and supplier relationship. He has used the qualitative paradigm of study. Observations, case study and interviews are the tools that are used for capturing the data. The result obtained from these tools have highlighted following things: The development and collaboration with the supplier must be the first priority, if any business want to achieve the efficiencies in core values and cost. Long term orientation is very necessary for making the high class relationship with the supplier.

Hald & Ellegaard (2011) have investigated the supplier evaluation processes: the shaping and reshaping of supplier performance. They have included the variables like relationship, key account management, commitment, communication, project management, confidentiality, code of conduct, management, professionalism, inquiry reaction time, new ideas, IT set-up, economic development, proactive, technology, fast prototypes, master and prove new technologies, master simulations/virtual prototyping, responsibility/new components, delivery on time, order confirmation, spontaneous part deliveries, invoicing, quality, measurement capability, process control capability, inspection procedures, quality report and answers to CAR. They have used the mixed approached for analyzing the data. The case study analysis has been done for qualitative paradigm and factor analysis. They found that that defining, redefining and redirecting evaluation practices are depended on IT system, organization structure and available data source.

Lau (2011) has studied the implementation of social responsibility in purchasing in Hong Kong or the Pearl River Delta. He has chosen the variables including: environment, ethics, health and safety, community, labor and human rights, financial responsibility and the diversity; for finding the relationship between variables. He has chosen the case study for studying the data of the multinational buying office in the PRD and HR regions. The finding obtained from these case studies have indicated that environment, health, human rights, ethics and safety are more important factors than the financial responsibility, community and the diversity in the PSR practices. It is also indicated that the PSR practices are very important for the increased brand image, productivity, quality, customer loyalty and sales, risk management and ability to attract more customers and retaining the employees. The researchers have recommended that more research should be done over the PSR situation.

Oh & Kim (2011) have explored the effect of B to B e-marketplace type on buyer-supplier relational advantages of e-marketplace and firm performance. They have used the variables including: information sharing, collaboration, trust, integration, communication, operational performance and financial performance. For analyzing the data, they have used the Pearson co-relational analysis. The results indicated that the buyer supplier relationship advantage of e-market is highly correlated with the all the above mentioned variables. Only, financial performance of the company is focused on the many to much e-marketplace relationship. The researchers have said that the only limited companies have become the part of this survey. That is why; future studies must focus on more companies, for analyzing the result.

Pazirandeh (2011) has sourcing in global health supply chains for the developing countries. He has incorporated the list of variables including: quality, customer rejection rates, delivery, quality control rejection rate, compliance with due date, flexibility, fill rate, delivery lead time, change in delivery dates, meeting the demand fluctuation, special request, reliability, empathy, responsiveness, access, assurance, communication, courtesy, competence, credibility, understanding., costs, logistic, product range, purchase price, new product availability, recycled materials and additional features. He has a thorough review of several supply chain and purchasing journals and has developed the strategic criteria. The findings that were obtained have showed some historic strategies for decision making. The finding also indicated the models that have to be adopted for making the effective SCM. Quality is considered to be the most important element for making the product competitive, globally. The research suggested that the logistic, sourcing and supply chain journals must also become the part for conducting the future studies.
Sander et al. (2011) have analyzed the impact of buyer firm information connectivity enablers on supplier firm performance. The variables they have selected to study are information sharing between the buyer and supplier, planning and operational info sharing, performance feedback between the supplier and buyer, buyer investment in the inter organization IT, communication openness between buyer and supplier and supplier performance. They have used the T-test and structural equation modeling for analyzing the data. The results obtained from these tests indicated that the performance feedback, information sharing between the buyer and supplier and the buyer investment in the inter-organizational IT are major components that dictate the communication openness between the buyer and the supplier. This buyer and supplier openness in communication thus plays a vital role in dictating the performance improvement of the business. The researchers have recommended that future studies must be conducted on focusing the buyer’s perspective too.

Choo et al., (2009) have investigated the buyer and supplier relationships in Dongdaemun fashion market. They have established the relationship quality model. They have chosen the variables like relationship quality, price, design, communication, power balance, satisfaction, honesty, geographic proximity, trust, and strong supplier power, power balance from mutual dependency, strong buyer power and power irrelevance from mutual independency. They have used mixed approach for analyzing the data. They have used the t-test, chi-square, regression analysis and factor analysis for estimating the results. The results indicated that the product design, supplier honesty and the quality of the product are essential elements for dictating the buyer and supplier’s relationships. Ages, communication, designing factors and the geographical proximity are the major factors for dictating the relationship between buyer and supplier. While, the power balance and quality are least important factors for dictating the relationship. This research is limited to the fashion industry only; that is the reason; the future research must focus on the other geographical areas also.

Tantoush et al. (2009) have studied the impact of sanctions on buyer-supplier relationship in the Libyan oil industry. They have studied the variables like trust, communication, co-operation, relationship and commitment. They have collected the data by semi-structured interview and case study. The results obtained indicated that the trust, commitment, co-operation and the communication are not enough in highlighting the impact of the sanctions over the buyer and supplier relationship.

Kim (2008) has studied the effect of IT on Arms-Length buyer and supplier relationship. The variables that are chosen for the were investment, investment on assets specificity, capability for ITD, Supplier's non-contractible investment, supplier’s revenue, transaction cost, need for the buyers, buyer's non-contractible investment, information sharing with the suppliers on demand, forecast, information sharing between MF and SP, the distortion of demand, RM inventory level, stock, RM backorder, production quality, need for safety, product variety level and the demand uncertainty. For studying the data; qualitative paradigm was selected. Theoretical analysis has given following conclusions. The efficient supply chain management is only possible by establishing the healthy relationship between the buyer and supplier. IT adoption and investment is also necessary for dictating the relationship between the buyers and the suppliers. Additionally, B to B e-commerce is necessary for the efficient management of supply chain.

Claro et al. (2006) have studied the coordinating collaborative joint efforts with suppliers. They have studied the effects of trust, network, firm size, transaction specific investment and information network in the Dutch flower industry. They have used the regression analysis for estimating the relationship between the variables. The result obtained have indicated that if buyer and supplier want to have trust, then they should have joint response for the better integration and safeguard of the investment.

Helm et al. (2006) have studied the suppliers’ willingness to end unprofitable customer relationships. This research is based on the view point of suppliers to end up the relationship with the unprofitable buyers. The variables under consideration are the contribution margin, sales, cost, portfolio of customers, customer focused activity based costing, and customer’s lifetime value and the customer focused scoring models. The researchers have used the exploratory method to estimate the results. They have found that companies in the German mechanical industry lack the knowledge about the customer valuation technique. The three different clusters of company have shown different point of views in maintaining the unprofitable relationship or breaking it. The researchers have suggested widening the scope of the research and including other industries, as well. Researchers have also suggested adding the role of valuation methods and implementation barriers.

Humphreys et al., (2006) have investigated the B2B commerce and its implications for the buyer and the supplier interface. The variables highlighted evolution of B2B commerce, establishment of buyer and supplier relationship, buyer oriented market, supplier oriented market, business-to-business intermediary, shifting focus of intermediaries, streamlining the order management process and enhancing the buyer and supplier coordination mechanism. They have used the qualitative paradigm and have highlighted factors that are affecting the B2B commerce. The findings obtained
from the data have indicated that the electronic commerce is redesigning of internal organization process and buyer and supplier relationships. Innovation plays a vital role in managing the inter organization network and managing the supply chain of the organization.

Kanan & Tan (2006) have studied the impact of supplier selection and buyer-supplier engagement on relationship and firm performance. The variables they studied are supplier selection, success of buyer supplier relationship, buyer supplier engagement and the firm performance. For evaluating the variables they have adopted structural equation modeling. The results indicated from this research demonstrates the buyer supplier engagement and supplier relationship performance have positive relationship with the business. They also showed that the successful relationship between buyers and supplier will work in favor of buyer and they will be gaining edge over competition. It will also give price competitive edge to the buyer.

Parker et al., (2006) have investigated the motivations for developing direct trade relationships. They have studied the variables like Quality and price, communication, information and innovation via qualitative approach. They have found that motivation plays an important role in dictating the buyers and supplier’s direct and indirect relationship. This motivation ultimately leads to build the healthy relationships between the trade partners. This relationship will then minimize the inherent risk that is associated with the operating in an unpredictable environment. The researchers have suggested including the different commodities in the studies. The further recommended including the interviews of dyads for exploring their point of views.

Stemquist & Chen (2006) has studied the food retail buyer behavior in the People’s Republic of China: a grounded theory model. They have used the qualitative paradigm and highlighted the variables like objective information presented to a buyer about new product, evaluation of buyer, buyer's judgment over the profit potential, recommendation accepted or rejected by the buyers, buyer’s inferences over the certain attributes, decision of the committee, withdraw from shelves, follow up evaluation and continuation decision, continue to sell, economic conditions, price, allowances and rebates, credit terms, support for cooperative advertising, sales force organization, services and functions, reputation and reliability, shipment conditions, logistic impact Volume/weight of the product, shelf space allocation, marketing support Introductory marketing campaign, impact on other products shelf allocation, continual marketing, retail price and implied gross margin, sales potential Rate of turnover, newness, product physical characteristics, packaging and the product psychological characteristics. They have used the case studies method for studying the data. The results indicated that all the factors, mentioned above are essential for food marketing. The results also showed that due to the cultural difference; it is very necessary for the buyers and suppliers to have close healthy relationship. This will solve the cultural complexities. The researchers have recommended replicating the same research in other parts of the world, as they have different cultural complexities.

Tyler et al., (2006) have investigated the relationship development in a multinational utilities network. They have estimated the variables by thorough case studies. The results attained from the case studies have indicated that strategic relationship management, service, relationship specific investment and adaptation, quality and exploratory exchanges is highly necessary for the credibility of buyer’s network. The results further indicated that the quality, cost, relationship management and technology are the four basic criteria for purchasing. Users evaluate the products these before buying. The buyers also estimate the credentials of service providers. After this they confirm the information sharing and develop the long term relationship with the suppliers.

Ulaga & Eggert (2006) have found out the relationship value and relationship quality- Broadening the nomological network of business-to-business relationships. They have studied the variables including the value, satisfaction, commitment, trust, expansion and leave. They have used the regression analysis and path coefficient analysis for estimating the results. The findings obtained from the analysis have showed that the value plays important role in reflecting the commitment, trust and satisfaction. Value also has a direct impact over the buyer’s intention to expand the business with the particular supplier.

Cox (2004) has studied the business relationship alignment on the commensurability of value capture and mutuality in buyer and supplier exchange. They have studied the variables included reduced revenue, reduced returns, static revenues, increased returns, value for money, value for supplier, increased share of customers, constant increased in functionality, constant decrease in cost, and total increase in price and product/service profitability. They have used the case studies for analyzing the data. The results indicated that most of the suppliers and buyers admit that win-win situation is very necessary for the business; though they are not ready to develop such mutual relationship. The results also indicated that it is better to accept the win-lose relationship, sometimes.

Kim & Michell (1999) have estimated the relationship marketing in Japan: the buyer-supplier relationships of four automakers. They have studied the four automotive dealers and their relationships. They have used qualitative
paradigm and explored the variables like: sales, revenue, profitability, and numbers of employees. From case study analysis, they have found that the healthy relationship between the suppliers will ensure the attainment of more profits, increase sales revenue and less number of employee’s requirements. The researchers also recommended that this research must be replicated, as it has wide scope.

Donald (1996) has explored the buyer and supplier Relationships. He has tried to get the answer that how to Build Successful Partnerships. He has studied the variables like: program, the client, the deadline, special request, communication, feedback and the competitive situation. He has used the qualitative paradigm of studies. He has found from the data gathered that by having the mutual relationship between the buyer and supplier, both will be able to get more value added services. He will also be able to eliminate the conflicts through communication. He also found that the relationship also helps in getting to know about the areas where one is not expert. This healthy relationship will eventually helps the suppliers to estimate the demand before the buyers get back to them.

3. Research Methodology

3.1 Research Approach
The deductive approach has been used for analyzing the relationship between the supplier and buyer’s relationship and the Independent variables including communication, conflict solutions, profitability, value, satisfaction, commitment, trust, expansion and innovations. The research is based on the qualitative paradigm of studies.

3.2 Data and Sampling Method
The data about the buyer and supplier relationship has been collected from the different buyers and suppliers. The FMCG sector of Pakistan is being selected for analyzing the trends. The samples from this sector, has been selected randomly. The random selection of buyers and suppliers ensured that each and every one of the participant has equal chances of being selected. This also ensured that the research is not dictated by biasness and it is putting light over the facts.

3.3 Research Instrument
The data is being collected from the different buyers and suppliers that are dealing in the FMCG industry of Pakistan. Interview technique is being selected for collection of the valuable information from participants. Questionnaire has been prepared for ensuring the collection of the data. The questionnaire is putting light over the relationship of buyer and supplier and the other independent variables. The questionnaire is designed in English language so that it can be easily understood by the participants. The participations will be asked each question and they will be given appropriate opportunity to answer to these questions.

3.4 Research Technique
The data collected from the interviews will be explored. The researcher has analyzed each and every aspect of information provided by the suppliers and the buyers. The researcher has dug out the following aspects from the data collected. The analysis has shown the relationship between the relationship among the buyer and supplier and the independent variables like communication, conflict solutions, profitability, value, satisfaction, commitment, trust, expansion and innovations. The flow of the relationship along with the individual weight is being highlighted by the interview.

4. Analysis and Findings
Previous chapter stated the methodology of the study. This chapter presents analysis of findings.

BUYER’S PERSPECTIVE

1. What is the importance of supplier in Pakistani Retail Market?

BUYER-1:
Supplier is your 50% business partner. A good supplier gives 100% benefits to your business rather you can’t even survive in Retail business without a good supplier. If he won’t delivers your order on the right time then your competitor will take the benefits and will take an edge on you because he will get it before you do similarly if your supplier will not offer good rates then further in return you can’t offer reasonable prices to your customer. Today’s retail market has perfect competition you can see Hyper market, metro & makro (although they are whole seller but still they are also catering the retail customer aswell), Agha’s, Motas, paradise, Chase-up etc. There is a war going-on in this business, to beat each other; retail stores offers reasonable offers on products to attract customers and that only happens when they have the complete corporation of suppliers. If your supplier gives an advantage then only you can deliver it to you customer you can’t do it on your own. In today’s market customer is well aware of everything if you
don't have the required product on your shelf with good prices then he knows where to find it and he will move to other retail stores, in this case you will lose your customer. Today customer want special offers and discounts and you can’t give it to your customer unless and until your supplier becomes an equal stake holder in it. 

If you don’t have good suppliers then it’s a death to your business and believes me you will not survive in this business with giants.

2. What do you expects from a supplier?
We expects full corporation from our supplier;
1. We want from our suppliers that they keep us inform about the new products
2. Good rates
3. Timely delivery
4. Give us good offers, like if we buy 10 pcs of a certain item, on that they will give us 2pc free
5. Good discounts on rates
6. Understand our company policies and follow them.
7. Fair business with us.
8. Corporate with us in items that are slow moving or near to expiry. Return or exchange such items that are slow moving on our shelves or are near to expiry with other items we require
9. Try to collect payment on the decided date as it was decided at the time of dealing.
10. Bare the freight charges.
11. Give us the delivery as per the Purchase Order. Don’t add anything other than the items written on P.O and specially don’t add the quantity of the items other than the quantity marked on the P.O.

3. What is the core issue you encounter with the supplier?
Supplier delays the delivery although the date of delivery is been decided before the purchase in the deal but still they don’t deliver it on time. That creates problems for us and distorts the whole lead time we estimated. 

When we give order to a supplier for a certain item we keep stock in hand in warehouse by considering the lead time of the delivery process. Supplier gives us a date that he will deliver our order on this particular date but we keep 2 days more stock in our warehouse as a contingency what if the supplier gets late in delivering the order. But still sometimes we bare loss as the supplier gets late in delivering the order, it even cross the dates we have set as contingency. At this moment what really creates problem is mis-commitment; supplier starts mis-committing the dates and promises to deliver the order tomorrow and then day after tomorrow.

4. What are the 5 basic issues you encounter while doing business with your supplier?
First. Delay in the delivery is the basic issue we encounter while doing business with our supplier. If they don’t deliver order on time then it becomes problem for us because what-ever quantity we keep-in as stock if the fresh delivery won’t come on time then we will gets out of stock because in retail business you can’t measure the behavior of purchase. One day you will have minimum sales volume but the very next day you will break the record of sales. So if your delivery will not reach on time you will be out of stock and your shelf will be empty of the product(s).
Second. Sometimes suppliers don’t go as per the Purchase Order (P.O). They include certain items in the order which are against the P.O and are undesirable or in other case supplier sometimes adds in the quantity of a product against desirable quantity as per P.O. We discourage to take the items against the P.O then at this moment supplier try its level best to past those items and sometimes it leads to hard talk.
Third. Supplier increases the rates of the items uninformed and delivers the items with new rates. As per contract supplier is liable to tell us increased rates before the deliver and specifically the time of ordering. It becomes a problem when order is delivered with high rates uninformed because as per procedure if an item is re-purchased with new rates then first it has to be approved from the head of the department and after that data entry department will enter in into the data base.
Fourth. When there is a case of item return and exchange then supplier becomes reluctant in picking the returnable items and creates delays in the process that creates problem in bill payment. It’s a liability on our side we have to pay the amount unless and until supplier don’t return it back. In certain case supplier verbally agrees to return the item but don’t pick it up as per the commitment now we have to spent lots of energy and time to ask the supplier to pick the
items. Sometimes supplier don’t pick it and after some time items are sent to warehouse and it remains their and forgotten but the problem is its still appears in our inventory and creates confusion in our inventory management.

Fifth. Especially in medicine supplier mix. Near to expiry item with the regular expiry date items. Sometimes due to load of work our receiving section ignores it and that near to expiry item went upstairs on our store shelves and creates problem for us. They got expired on shelves in minimum time period and in other cases customer refuses to purchase those items.

5. **What can you do to maintain your relationship with your supplier?**

In order to maintain relationship with our supplier we have to work on the following quarters:

1. Give respect and time to the vendor.
2. Don’t waste his time when he comes to collect the payment
3. Give him a fix date for payment collection
4. Everything should be decided in the beginning. All matters should be settling and decided before purchase.
5. We should corporate as an organization with the supplier at the time of receiving of order.

6. **What if you were a supplier? How would you have reacted and acted in the current situation?**

Defiantly if were to be mishandled and my payment will be delayed then defiantly my terms with the said buyer will become worse. I will try to avoid making business with such party or I will try not to do business in volume. I will try to work organized and be fair to my buyer so that my goodwill don’t get shaded. If we see the other side of the picture we our self act as a supplier when we sail the product to local customers so we always take care of things such as we never cheat our customer we exchange things if they are exchangeable, we deliver the benefit to our customer when we get from our supplier. We try our level best to satisfy our customer and corporate with him/her at our level best.

If I were a supplier then I will try to fulfill all the requirements and rules and regulations that are set with me.

7. **Suggestions**

I strongly suggest that everything should be decided before making any business and both parties should stick to it. Secondly payment schedule should be followed and if there is any delay in payment then it’s our duty to inform the vendor accordingly. Operations should be made strong internally so that supplier should not be mishandled or the delivery must not be mishandled.

Meetings with suppliers should be set in an organized manner so that purchaser should interact with supplier and give ample time to supplier and understand things and deliver the instructions to the supplier accordingly.

Working should be made to enhance the good-will of the retail store in a positive manner in the market so that suppliers corporate with you at the time when you delays their payment.

**This Analysis is on the basis of respondents answers**

**Q1** Supplier is their (buyer’s) business partner they can’t survive without good supplier. In this competitive market where wholesale markets like makro etc. serve wholesalers, they take care of retailers as well. It is death of their business without good supplier. They can’t survive in the presence of giant retailers.

**Q2** They expect from supplier to inform about the new products, Good rates, On Time delivery, give them good offers and discounts on rates, Return or exchange, Bear the freight charges, Give them the delivery as per the Purchase Order

**Q3** Miss commitment is an issue on delivery time. Late delivery creates problems for them.

**Q4** Delay in the delivery is the basic issue. Sometimes suppliers don’t go as per the Purchase Order, increase the rates of the items without informing them, item return and exchange specially in medicine supplier mix Near to expiry item with the regular expiry date items.

**Q5** they can give respect and time to the vendor and can save his time by deciding all the issues in the beginning.

**Q6** he would like to do fair business to maintain goodwill and to fulfill all requirements on time and on time and to work on pre settled terms and conditions.

**Q7** Business conditions should be settled before making any business and meetings with supplier should be set in organized way and working should be done to enhance the goodwill of store.
6. **What is the importance of supplier in Pakistani Retail Market?**

**BUYER-2:**

Without a supplier we can’t run any super market because he is the one who is supposed to provide goods as per our requirements timely. From supplier we can buy goods on credit or cash basis. He is our business partner who invests in our market on certain margin and provide us with the required product at our doorstep in whatever size shape and quantity we require (generally in bulk quantity). He gives us benefit in payment terms by taking payment on credit. He can buy things from the sources and provides us, due to the wide range of goods in a retail market we can’t run after every single product in market so a supplier’s services are acquired who have a range of products that can be acquired from them. Sometimes they offer us extra discounts on bulk quantity which help us to control prices and offer competitive prices to our customers. Pakistani retail market is getting more competitive and tough competition is been seen in these few years. By the entrance of giants like hyper market and others competition has become tough so without a good supplier one can’t survive in the current market structure.

7. **What do you expect from a supplier?**

We expect full corporation from our supplier:

12. He do business with us on credit
13. Give us good competitive rates
14. Timely delivery. His delivery lead time don’t exceeds from more than 2 days.
15. Give us the required quantity and if he is unable to provide us the right quantity then he must inform us that he can’t provide us with the required quantity so that we may try some other supplier.
16. If goods got stocked and are not selling then he cooperates with us and exchanges the items with other goods.
17. Give us original genuine goods. Give us right product on right rates on right time.
18. Give us good discounts and offers

8. **What is the core issue you encounter with the supplier?**

Order is not delivered on time and secondly at this point supplier lies to us and makes miss commitments. If we don’t get goods on time then we won’t be able to sell things and won’t be able to generate revenue

9. **What are the 5 basic issues you encounter while doing business with your supplier?**

1. Delivery late, miss-commitments on delivery they commit to deliver us goods on the said date but delays it to many days
2. Delivery quantity doesn’t meet the P.O quantity. If we ask for 12pcs of a certain good they give us 6 pieces and don’t inform us that they don’t have the required quantity. If they inform us on time then we can arrange the required quantity from other supplier. Sometimes they gives more quantity then required again it creates problem as the total amount of the delivery exceeds the P.O total amount.
3. They don’t give us the appropriate rate. They quote us higher rates than other retailers, higher rates results in higher prices. Higher prices discourages customers
4. Try to paste us with 2nd grade goods or copy of goods. Copied goods are cheaper and sub standard. They give us rates of original goods and try to give us copied goods
5. They don’t cooperate with in after sales services of goods.

10. **What can you do to maintain your relationship with your supplier?**

Fulfill the commitments. If it is decided that we will give the payment in 15 days then it should be 15 days. Behavior with suppliers should be good and decent, we should respect him. Through good behavior we can get the flexibility in the payment as well. Sometimes purchaser tries to fool the supplier by telling the wrong rates to get better rates, this annoys them they already know all the bits and pieces; they know what other supplier is offering the rates. This results in mistrust between both the parties.

11. **What if you were a supplier? How would you have reacted and acted in the current situation?**

I will work strictly on principles; whatever I will commit I will fulfill it. If something happens in between I will communicate it to the customer accordingly so that my good-will will not gets hurt. I will try to get more orders and will try to deliver ever product whatever my customer is asking from me.
12. **Suggestions?**

First of all we should build confidence within our self that we can do it. We should not follow our competitors footsteps we should have our own phenomena of doing business and we should have our own planning of executing our operations. On personal relationship with a supplier order should not be made and importantly orders should not be made on vendors/suppliers pressure. Supplier tries to pressurize purchaser to gain his own profits but purchaser should work on company’s interests and make orders as per need.

**According to Buyer 2**

*This Analysis is on the basis of respondents answers*

Q1. Supplier is their (Buyer’s) business partner and they can’t run their business without good supplier because he is supposed to provide everything on time.

Q2. From supplier they require credit, competitive rates, on time delivery, required quantity, and exchange of goods, genuine goods and discounts offering.

Q3. On time delivery is core issue which leads to miss commitment from supplier side. Because of it they can’t generate revenue.

Q4. According to him, late Delivery, miss-commitments on delivery, they don’t meet required delivery quantity, they don’t give us the appropriate and market competitive rates, they give us rates of original goods and try to give us copied goods and after sales services of goods are core issues of this business faced by suppliers.

Q5. They can fulfill their commitments make sure that if payment time is 15 days it should be 15 days not more. They can have good behavior.

Q6. He will work strictly on principles and fulfill his commitments and will try his best to deliver goods on time.

Q7. Building confidence to do what we want to do, we should plan and execute our own business policies and should make order according to need not on personal relationship basis.

**Supplier’s Perspective**

1. **What is the importance of a buyer in Pakistan retail market?**

**Supplier-1**

We sell our product to buyer (retail market). They are the purchaser of our products and our business depends on it. We generate revenue from them; basically our business is meaningless without them we can’t go directly to the end user we can’t sell them directly because nature of our business is different we sell items in bulk quantity and end user don’t buy things that frequently in that quantity. Our business core logic is doing business in bulk and in frequency if we don’t move it like that then we can’t generate profit basically we roll our money, we further invest it so if we don’t do business in volume and frequency then we can’t do business. That makes retailers our only and basic customers so importance a retail market buyer to us is very important.

2. **What do you expects from a buyer?**

Simply we only expects from our buyer to pay us our payment on the due dates. We roll our money they money we gets from the store we invest it further. Due to delay in payments we just got fed up, there should not be any miss commitment because it costs us. When the purchaser tell us the date and amount we further make commitments for our business operations but when they don’t give us the payment on the informed date then our good-will distorts we are humiliated in the market our name gets dirty in the market, that we can’t bare because we have to sit in the market, do business in the market for us good-will matters a lot. Secondly we expect from the retail store that our men should not be mishandled and their time should not be wasted because they have to go to our other customers for delivery or collection.

We expect an organized system from our customer and everything should be informed to us accordingly before making any kind of a business. All things should be decided and accordingly followed.

3. **What is the core issue you encounter with your buyer?**

The core issue we encounter with our buyer/customer is payment issue we want payments on time or it should be made in the date and time as committed. Usually we are doing business on credit so we decide terms of credit so payment should be done on the same terms. What buyer do it exceeds the payment from more than 30 days to 45 days and even more, they are taking rates like a customer who give us cash but due to volume we bare that but delaying in payment give us loss. Its injustice with us u know, we are cooperating with our customer but he is giving us loss from all angles.
that’s unfair. Secondly time is money waste of time cost us more, when we send our guy to collect the payment their accounts department wastes time, our man has to go further to collect payment if he spends all of his time on one place then what will he do further.

4. **What are the basic 5 issues you encounter with your buyer?**

1. Payment not on time
2. Waste of time while collecting the payment
3. Misbehavior
4. Very strict in their own operations but weak in deliverance specially payment
5. Sometimes they mishandle the deliver they damage the pieces while receiving or in their own operation and blames us and try to return it back to us. Their lower staff damages the item and wrongly pottery that it was received damage.

6. **What can you do to maintain the relationship with buyer?**

Give genuine products to our customer, don’t compromise in the quality or give what is asked for. Give delivery on time but sometimes things are not in our control as well which make the delivery late but will try our best to deliver the items on time. Give competitive rates

7. **Suggestions?**

Both sides should understand the problems of others, cooperates with each other. Things should be decided and mutually agreed before business. Fair business should be done from both sides and no lies should be said from both side.

**Supplier-1**

**This Analysis is on the basis of respondents answers**

According to Supplier 1,

Q1. They (Suppliers) can’t reach to the end user and customer don’t purchase frequently it is because they need buyer. Their business depends on frequency and only buyer can purchase frequently not end user.

Q2. They expect on time payments because we invest money again and again. Delay in payments makes our name dirty and wastes the time of our employers who expect collection on time.

Q3. Core issue is of payments. Some time buyer doesn’t pay them on time and delays even many days after term of credits. That thing gives loss to the suppliers. When their collection staff goes to collect and could not get payment it wastes their time a lot.

Q4. Some basic issues faced by buyers are: No Payment on time, Waste of time while collecting the payment, Misbehavior and mishandling of goods.

Q6. They try their best to provide the genuine and same thing which was ordered on competitive rate.

Q7. Both sides should do the fair business and try to understand and cooperates each other.

**Supplier-2**

1. Indeed, Pakistan retail market is now going to become very attractive for everyone. Consumers have become smart buyers they want all goods under a single roof. Culture of retail market is flourishing in Pakistan now and high competition is been seen among retail super markets in these few days. Now, suppliers would have to play in a smart way to compete retail super stores (buyers) requirements. These buyers are our business partners we full fills their growing needs. We are the only source from where they can full fill their needs and they are the actual source for which we are doing business.

2. It’s like I scratch your back and you scratch mine. We full fill their demands so we expect them to pay us good.

3. The main issue we have with our buyers is that they want the goods on urgent basis but still on cheaper rates. They expect everything from us but don’t want to do anything from their side. At least give us the good rates if we are providing them bulk quantity in such limited time.

4. following are the basic 5 issues we encounter generally with all of our buyers;
They want delivery in very short time; they don’t give us ample lead time and pressurize us to deliver the goods urgently.

Payment delays occur, credit terms are set to 30 days but still we get our payment in 45 days... even they take rates of cash payment schedule( in cash payment terms rates are a bit cheaper then credit term payment schedule because we keep our margin of 30 days payment, as our money is stucked for 30 days)

They want A-class quality; they don’t a single slightly damaged piece even a slightest defect causes us return of whole lot.

They want exact quantity as printed on their P.O or else either they cut a percentage of our actual payment or black list us.

They want all the services from us. They want us to deliver the items to their warehouses and even in the case of return they want us to pick them up from their warehouses.

5. As per today’s economic recession which everyone is facing. To keep a running business and to keep a good buyer we have to provide best services as per their requirements to maintain current good relationship and future prospects.

6. If I place myself in buyer’s place then I would have acted in the same way the buyer is acting and the points I have told you as core issue with the buyers would have been points in my policy.

7. I would suggest that both parties in this business should consider each other problems and help each other instead of putting the entire burden on other. Both parties are here to get profit it give and take basically, if you expect everything from supplier then buyer should also take care of supplier’s basic need.

Supplier-2

This Analysis is on the basis of respondents answers

Q1. In flourishing culture of retail market, consumer needs everything under 1 roof. They are their (suppliers) business partner and we try to fulfill their needs.

Q2. After fulfilling buyers demand they expect to be paid well.

Q3. They provide goods on urgent basis to buyer and even on cheaper rates but they don’t cooperates with us.

Q4. Pressure for urgent delivery, Payment delays, quality and damages issues, required quantity.

And delivery and sales return issues are core issues.

Q5. They should provide best services in this recession period.

Q6. If he were buyer he acted in the same way as buyer acts now.

Q7. Both parties should understand the problems of each other and cooperates with each other because both are here to earn profit.

5. Summary, Findings and Recommendations

In the preceding chapters, the problem of the study was introduced; the related literature was reviewed; the methodology of the study was described and the results were analyzed. In this chapter, summary and major findings of the study will be catalogued and recommendations will be made.

5.1 Summary

The objective of this thesis is to examine the core factors that dictate buyer (Super Market) and Supplier (Distributor) relationship in retail industry. In this research, aspects has been studied that could have affected or affects the relationship of buyer & supplier in positive or negative manner. The research has covered the retail market and will be dictating the key aspects of maintaining the healthy buyer and supplier relationships. This will be helping the retail owners and retail brands to gain the competitive edge from others and always remain ahead. This research will help both the stakeholders of this industry to maintain healthy relationships between them and indicates them that what the issues that create problems between them are. The specific objectives of this study were outlined as

Follows:
(1) To investigate the core reasons that is affecting buyer and supplier relationship
(2) To determine the reasons that creates problems for buyers and suppliers separately
(3) To investigates the reasons that can maintain the mutual beneficial relationship with each other.

The thesis employed an empirical approach designed in three stages; aggregate and firm level analysis using official data, firm level analysis using survey and finally case studies aimed at providing deeper insights into the underlying issues observed in the survey findings. Three literature strands were adopted: spillover, cluster and network dynamics.

5.2 Recommendations

After conducting interviews from both the stake holders and analyzing their answers I recommend following points as recommendations which are as under;

1. Both parties should sit together and resolve their issue bilaterally. They should understand that without each other they can’t survive in this competitive market.
2. Buyer should work on its internal infrastructure and organize its operations. They should eliminate all the elements that are damaging their relationship with their vendors. They should improve their receiving process and the transportation of goods from warehouse to Super market because in this process supplier complains that goods are been damaged and then they blame us of delivering damaged goods.
3. Payment schedule should be organized. Through record should be maintained for each single vendor according to credit/payment terms decided. Payments to suppliers should not be delayed and should be made as per commitment.
4. Days should be set for payments; vendors should be called on different days on the basis of product departments. This will eliminate the factor of hustle and rush of vendor on the same day and time. That will also reduce tension and the chances of conflict amongst the both parties and will also eradicate complains of vendors such as; misbehavior and waste of time.
5. Commitments from both sides should be followed as a religion.
6. Both the stakeholders should bridge themselves through better communication means and technology.
7. Suppliers should be fair in doing business with the buyers. There should be clear and honest business dealing because trust is the basic building block of any sort of a good relation. Prices should be fair and buyer should get what he has asked for he should not cheat.
8. Supplier should fulfill its buyer’s demand as per commitment and if not then buyer should be apologized and informed before any delay. Delivery should be on time as committed with the goods and quantity as demanded.
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